Abstract
Introduction
Currently, due to the growing needs in telecommunications (VoD, Video-Conference, VoIP, etc.) and the diversity of transported flows, Internet network does not meet the requirements of the future integrated-service networks that carry multimedia data traffic with a high QOS.
First, it does not support resource reservation which is primordial to guarantee an end-to-end QOS (bounded delay, jitter, and/or bounded loss ratio). Second, data packets may be subjected to unpredictable delays and thus may arrive at their destination after the expiration time, which is undesirable for continuous real-time media.
Therefore, it is necessary to develop a high quality control mechanism to check the network traffic load and ensure QOS requirements [1] . A routing algorithm consists of determining the next node to which a packet should be forwarded toward its destination by choosing the best optimal path according to given criteria. Among routing algorithms extensively employed in routers, one can note: distance vector algorithm RIP [10] and the link state algorithm OSPF [15] .These algorithms do take into account variations of load leading to limited Performances. For a network node to be able to make an optimal routing decision, according to relevant performance criteria, it requires not only up-to-date and complete knowledge of the state of the entire network but also an accurate prediction of the network dynamics during propagation of the message through the network. This paper demonstrates that the practical task of routing packets through a communication network is a natural application for reinforcement learning algorithms [17] .
This, however, is impossible unless the routing algorithm is capable of adapting to network state changes in almost real time. So, it is necessary to develop a new intelligent and adaptive routing algorithm. This problem is naturally formulated as a dynamic programming problem, which, however, is too complex to be solved exactly. In our approach, we use the methodology of reinforcement learning (RL) introduced by Sutton[2] to approximate the value function of dynamic programming. One of pioneering works related to this kind of approaches concerns QRouting algorithm [3] [4][5] based on Q-learning technique [13] . In this approach, each node makes its routing decision based on the local routing However, when a Q value is not updated for a long time, it does not necessarily reflect the current state of the network and hence a routing decision based on such an unreliable Q value will not be accurate [12] [14] . The update rule in Q-Routing does not take into account the reliability of the estimated or updated Q value because it's depending on the traffic pattern, and load levels, only a few Q values are current while most of the Q values in the network are unreliable. For this purpose, other algorithms have been proposed like Confidence based Q-Routing (CQRouting) [16] , Dual Reinforcement Q-Routing (DRQRouting) [6] .
All these routing algorithms explore all the network environment and do not take into account loop problem in a way leading to large time of convergence algorithm.
We propose a Widest K-shortest paths Q-Routing algorithm [8] [18] . This algorithm improves standard QRouting algorithm in term of average packet delivery time. It reduces the search space to k best no loop paths in terms of hops number.
In this paper, we introduce The K-shortest Widest paths Q-Routing algorithm is presented in detail in section 2. The performances of this algorithm are evaluated experimentally in section 3 and compared to the standard Q-routing algorithm and K-shortest Qrouting algorithm.
Reinforcement Learning Algorithm
The RL algorithm, called reactive approach, consists of endowing an autonomous agent with a correctness behavior guaranteeing the fulfillment of the desired task in the dynamics environment [2] . The behavior must be specified in terms of PerceptionDecision --Action loop.
Each variation of the environment induces stimuli received by the agent, leading to the determination of the appropriate action. The reaction is then considered as a punishment or a performance function, also called, reinforcement signal. Thus, the agent must integrate this function to modify its future actions in order to reach an optimal performance. Reinforcement learning is different from supervised learning, the kind of learning studied in most current researches in machine learning, statistical pattern recognition, and artificial neural networks. Supervised learning learns from examples provided by some knowledgeable external supervisor. This is an important kind of learning, but alone it is not adequate for learning from interaction. In interactive problems it is not often practical to obtain examples of desired behavior that are both correct and representative of all the situations in which the agent has to act. Thus, RL seems to be well suited to solve QOS-routing problem.
A packet routing policy answers the question: to which adjacent node should the current node send its packet to get it as quickly as possible to its eventual destination? Since the policy's performance is measured by the total time taken to deliver a packet, there is no "training signal" for directly evaluating or improving the policy until a packet finally reaches its destination. However, using reinforcement learning, the policy can be updated more quickly and using only local information. let Qx(d,y) be the time that a node x estimates it takes to deliver a packet P bound for node d by way of x's neighbor node y, including any time that P would have to spend in node x's queue. Upon sending P to y, x immediately gets ack y's estimate for the time remaining in the trip(Eq. (1) where ƞ is a "learning rate" parameter (usually 0.5 in our experiments). The resulting algorithm can be characterized as a version of the Bellman-Ford [19] [20] shortest paths algorithm that (1) performs its path relaxation steps asynchronously and online; and (2) measures path length not merely by number of hops but rather by total delivery time. This approach requires each router to maintain a link state database, which is essentially a map of the network topology. When a network link changes its state (i.e., goes up or down, or its utilization is increased or decreased), the network is flooded with a link state advertisement (LSA) message [11] . This message can be issued periodically or when the actual link state change exceeds a certain relative or absolute threshold [9] . Obviously, there is tradeoff between the frequency of state updates (the accuracy of the link state database) and the cost of performing those updates. In our model, the link state information is updated when the actual link state change. Once the link state database at each router updated, the router computes the Widest K Improve End to End Delay with Q-Routing Algorithm Alireza Esfahani , Morteza Analoui shortest paths and determines the best one from QRouting algorithm.
Q-Learning Algorithm for Routing
In our routing algorithm, the objective is to minimize the average packet delivery time. Consequently, the reinforcement signal which is chosen corresponds to the estimated time to transfer a packet to its destination. Typically, the packet delivery time includes three variables: The packet transmission time, the packet treatment time in the router and the latency in the waiting queue. In our case, the packet transmission time is not taken into account. In fact, this parameter can be neglected in comparison to the other ones and has no effect on the routing process.
The challenge of routing in packet-switched communication network is the need for a fully distributed algorithm that is able, without central coordination to disseminate knowledge about the network, to find shortest paths robustly and efficiently in the face of changing network topologies as well as changing link costs. There are two major classes of adaptive, distributed packet routing algorithms in the literature: distance-vector algorithms and link-state algorithms. Distance-vector algorithms are dynamic programming algorithms which only propagate cost information. No node, at any time, has complete knowledge of the topology of the whole network. Link state algorithms require all nodes to know the topology of the network before computing shortest paths. Link state methods have each node periodically broadcast its local topology and costs to the entire network.
K-Shortest Widest Paths Q-Routing Approach
In [18] we introduced widest k-shortest algorithm that it selected paths that to have at first wide and at second shortest distance.
So in this paper we introduce k-shortest widest paths. In this method at first we find k-shortest paths then we select widest paths from this collection.
In fact this method sends data at shortest paths that those were widest.
Delay as a QOS parameter's decrement. So packets send from k shortest path's that have widest bandwidth.
In fact if bandwidth is same at all links then this algorithm's result is same as k-shortest routing algorithm.
Implementation and Simulation Results
To show the efficiency and evaluate the performances of our approach, an implementation has been performed on OPNET software of MIL3 Company. The proposed approach has been compared to that based on standard Qrouting [5] . OPNET constitutes for telecommunication networks an appropriate modeling, scheduling and simulation tool [7] . It allows the visualization of a physical topology of a local, metropolitan, distant or on board network. The protocol specification language is based on a formal description of a finite state automaton.
Exact comparison of different QOS Routing algorithms is difficult. It is therefore important to evaluate methods on a standard topology.The topology of the network employed here for simulations, which used in [5] [16] ,includes 33 interconnected nodes, as shown in Fig.1 . Two kinds of traffic have been studied: low load and high load of the network.
Fig. 1. Network topology for simulation
In the first case, a low rate flow is sent to node destination-1,from node source-1 when Bandwidth isn't same.
Performances of algorithms are evaluated in terms of average packet delivery time. Fig.2 and 3 illustrates the obtained results when source-2 send information packets during 60 minutes. From fig.3 , one can see, clearly, that after an initialization period, the K-shortest paths QRouting, exhibit better performances than standard Q-Routing algorithms.
In the second case, a high rate flow is sent to node destination-1, from node source-1 when Bandwidth isn't same.
Conclusion
In this paper, a QOS Routing approach called Kshortest Widest paths Q-Routing algorithm is proposed. This approach offer advantage compared to standard Q-Routing algorithm, like the reduction of the exploration paths for update Q-value, and a reasonable computing time for alternative paths research. The 
